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Our goal in this workshop is to familiarize you with how Peer 

Support roles are expanding to support fully integrated health care 

in Washington. Certified Peer Counselors (CPC’s) can take part in a 

variety of functions across the entire scope of integrated care. 

Introduction 
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This presentation will use the Certified Peer Counselors (CPC’s) 

working in community based healthcare organizations as the 

primary example.  However, the information contained herein is 

easily transferrable to multiple settings, different systems and 

various peer positions. 

WELCOME! 
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• A whole-person approach to care leads to whole health outcomes 

 

• Physical and behavioral health needs addressed in one system, through an integrated 

network of providers, means easier access to services and better coordinated care for 

patients 

 

• Combining the payment and delivery of physical and behavioral health services 

streamlines navigation of multiple systems  

 

• Improved communication and collaboration between physical and behavioral health 

services 

 

• Reducing duplication of services and frustration for clients and providers who serve them 

Why Integrated Care? 
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Peer Support providers have already become a large part 

of the broader healthcare workforce. 

   

Decades of experience have shown us that CPC’s and 

other Peer Specialists can be strategic to successful 

Integrated Healthcare Models.   

Certified Peers 
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CPC’s use a very special skill set that is regularly refined 

to help others succeed at living healthy lives. The 

mechanisms we use to drive this success are found in 

person-first care, self help groups, workshops, volunteer 

opportunities and more. 

Most importantly, our skill set is commonly 

 derived from real life experiences. 

Certified Peers (cont.) 



Peer Qualifications 

The primary qualification for peer support positions is actual life 

experience with diverse health needs of self or family, and 

involvement in navigating multiple systems.  

It is also important that the individual have qualities, such as: 

Awareness of self and others 

Extensive communication skills 

Diverse collaboration skills 

Active listening skills 
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Outreach & Engagement 

What Is It?  How Does It Work? 
 

• Audience participation is key to learning in this workshop.   

 

• Let’s get some examples from you, as to how would you 

reach out and engage CPCs or other Peer Specialists to 

work in your organizations? 
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Activity Time! 

We ask Peers to talk about their very personal story in 

bits and pieces, as appropriate, and even in front of 

strangers.   

To demonstrate what this is about, let’s go around the 

room and answer one question – if you wrote a book, 

what would the title be and why? 
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ENGAGEMENT 

It’s more than a “buzzword” 

You just did this - by sharing your answer to the question 

about the title of the book that you would author!  You 

answered that question orally, even if you felt it was silly; your 

facial expressions, hand signals, body language, words and 

tone of voice all indicated your level of engagement. 
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Outreach & Engagement Techniques 

Filling positions for CPCs in integrated healthcare with the right 

people is crucial. It is often said that “growing your own” is the 

best way to create a Peer workforce. 
 

“Home Grown Capacity” = each one, reach one, teach one! 
 

When hiring for these positions, careful consideration about 

where the Peer is on their own journey, as well as what they have 

learned through experience, is essential. 
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Supervision & Career Development  

With the arrival of Integrated Healthcare in Washington state, CPCs find themselves 

moving into Supervisory and Trainer roles in many places. 

Career Development opportunities for CPCs, statewide, have never been more robust.  

With webinars available on a national basis, CPCs are increasingly able to earn 

multiple endorsements that complement the basic CPC skill set and prepare them for 

advancement. 

In 2005, when CPCs were brand new in Washington state, group supervision or 

“Consult” amongst peer specialists often took place organically as peers and 

professionals were still learning and refining what these positions ‘looked like’.  Formal 

training for Supervising Peers became available in 2009. 
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Integrating CPCs with Professional Staff 

CPCs provide consultation to professional teams and staff.  In 
multiple healthcare settings, specialty courts, schools and state 
agencies. 

 

CPCs can often act as “a bridge”, providing feedback between 
parents, systems, consumers and providers. 

 

Can you think of some examples of this integration? 
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Creating a successful Peer Workforce requires time, training and collaboration.   

Of primary importance: 

Teach and promote Self Care and Non Adversarial  Advocacy. 

Coach to work effectively with professionals in and outside of your 

agency/organization. 
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Supervision & Career Development  



Boots On The Ground! 

CPCs teach and promote mental health and substance abuse literacy for consumers 

and families 

CPCs work with clients to obtain appropriate referrals to other systems 

CPCs work effectively, both 1:1 and in teams, with other professionals & systems 

CPCs provide guidance to families around self advocacy and empowerment 

CPCs share knowledge of recovery supports such as groups, workshops, trainings and 

community based events about health and wellness 

CPCs do NOT diagnose 

CPCs do NOT prescribe/suggest specific treatments*  

(*Instead, share your knowledge about how to research different avenues of treatment) 
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The Value of Peer Specialists 

in Integrated Settings 

A key role of the Peer Specialist is to engage people and prepare them to 

participate in the planning, implementation (and, later, the evaluation) 

of the integrated treatment plan. They should ensure there is consumer 

and family voice and involvement and assist the consumer and/or family 

to fulfill their role in treatment.   
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The Value of Peer Specialists in 

Primary Care Clinics and Other Settings 

Pediatrician’s Office 

Dental Practice 

Physical Therapy 

Maternity Clinics 

Nutritionist/Dietician Services 

Skilled Nursing Facilities  

And so many more! 
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You do not have to be a nutritionist or a personal trainer to help increase 

someone’s awareness about preventative steps they can take to improve their 

own health.  Certified Peers are exceptionally well-suited to both preventative 

and restorative care in an Integrated Healthcare environment.   

 

In your experience, how could a certified peer specialist complement a 

family/professional interaction? 

 

 

  

Different Ways Certified 

Peers Can Help 



Different Ways Certified 

Peers Can Help 

We seek to engage, inspire, and facilitate meaningful conversations which 

assist people to meet their own goals and create their own recovery story.  

We also provide consultation to professional teams to support each 

participant to share what it looks like from differing perspectives.   
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This Is Real Life! 

People often wait to seek help until things are at a breaking point in their 

lives; times where it is difficult to even comprehend let alone articulate 

everything that seems to be happening to them or around them.   

 

CPCs meet people where they are.  We give them a listening ear, a place 

to share without shame or blame and the comfort of knowing they are 

not alone. 
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Gaining Trust 

Families often come to Healthcare providers and others in the Community 

because a person of authority - a judge, a teacher or other professional - 

has recommended that they come.  They can be fearful or resistant; 

sometimes distrustful.  Other times, they come expecting a “cure” that 

can be easily and quickly achieved.   
 

Certified Peers are able to explain the process of recovery as well as 

relapse and resiliency.  The fact that the Peer has been on this journey 

themselves inspires trust and acceptance. 
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Rapport + Voice = Attainable Goals 

Attainable Goals for each family or individual will be uniquely 

their own.  However, to be attainable they must be tangible, 

believable and realistic.   
 

The voice must be from themselves and rapport would have to 

be established in order for them to feel free to share their true 

voice. 
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Building Natural Supports 

Natural Supports – who are they and where to find them 

Friends 

Relatives 

Aquaintances 

Next door neighbors 

Kids’ friends 

CPCs help identify, locate, access and help sustain networks of 

support for people to bolster recovery going forward. 
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Opportunities + Networking 

= Better Understanding 

Networking is about going outside your comfort zone and genuinely partnering 

with others.  It is about knowing and sharing what is working in your 

community.  It is about cultivating community level solutions.  Opportunities 

for Networking are abundant for CPCs and they frequently participate in 

community events. 
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Sustainability 

Sustainability is keeping a person connected to what works for 

them inside and outside the formal systems and services. This 

includes peer support, extended family and friends. These are 

the supports that sustain over time.  The quality of their 

sustainability will rely upon a family’s or individual’s willingness 

to access their natural supports, faith based organizations, 

extended family and their community. 



Supporting Wellness  

CPCs support wellness for families by coaching them to utilize hope, empowerment 

and resiliency on their recovery journey.  This holistic model can be a combination of 

different modalities.  
 

What are some examples of supporting wellness that the audience can think of?  
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Wellness is Ongoing 

Recovery and resiliency is something we practice.  It changes and 

evolves over time and is an individual journey. 

 

Wellness is a state of being that one normally must continue to work on 

to maintain.  

Just as we utilize other Recovery Toolkits we have tools in our Wellness 

Plan that we can identify, locate, access and use.   
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Grassroots Groups 

Resource & Support Groups represent one of the best “free assets” 
available.  Many peers facilitate these groups.  What is accomplished by 
these connections can be a part of a Family’s Recovery Story.  Family, 
Kinship and/or Youth groups can be started by foundation or public grant 
funding, donations or System of Care dollars.  
 

In Washington state, we are fortunate to have the Washington State 
Community Connectors  (WSCC), a state wide organization that brings 
together family run organizations, groups and individuals plus systems 
and community partners to work collaboratively.  WSCC can support the 
formation of new family groups in Washington.  
(http://www.washingtonstatecommunityconnectors.org) 
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http://www.washingtonstatecommunityconnectors.org/


Peering Forward . . . 

Currently, Certified Peers, Parent Partners, Family Partners, Recovery Coaches 

are employed in the Juvenile Courts, Dependency Courts, Children’s Crisis 

programs, Wraparound programs, Substance Use Disorder treatment 

providers/centers, Mental Health agencies, some Educational Service Districts 

and Special Education Advocacy groups. 
 

Integrated Healthcare will prove fertile ground to expand this vital component of 

the healthcare workforce.  CPCs will easily fit in Primary Care Clinics, Dental 

Offices, Hospitals, Emergency Care, Mental Health Court, Treatment Courts, 

Department of Social & Health Services, Adoption & Foster Care programs. 
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Questions & Answers 

Any Questions?  Please feel free to ask us anything you like about this 

presentation or about our own stories. 

 

When in doubt, 

Reach out! 
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If you would like more information about Certified Peers or Parent Partners, please 

contact us. 

 

 

Cathy Callahan-Clem   Cathy.Callahan@Sound.Health 

253-876-7669 

 

Jody Schreven              Jody.Schreven@Sound.Health 

206-604-2099 
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Thank You! 


